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Senate Passes Bill
To Remedy Deficit.
SANTA FE (UPI) - The S~nate
Tuesday unanimously passed measures backed by Gov. Toney Anaya
designed to cover the $132millionrevenue shortfall predicted for this
fiscal y~ar.

$110 million in operational and reserve funds into the general fund.
Of the $110 million in transfers,
$55 million would come from funds
earmarked for highway and prison
construction projects.
The projects would be refunded
through the issuance of severancr.
tax: bonds - one provision that
drew conservative .opposition because a state statute prohibits deficit
~~~~~~-~4~~~~::1 spending.
House bill sponsor Rep. Richard
Kloeppel, D-Bernalillo, said,
however, the bond issuance would
The Senate action came with little not violate state law because the
debate over proposals tbat stirred a money had not been spent.
As a r«?suJt of the controversy,
great deal of controversy when consconservatives
voted against the meaidered by the House.
Sen. Jimmy Rogers, R-Dona sure. The Senate bills, which still
Ana, split the bill approved by the must be considered by the House
House into·thtee parts in hopes the before going to Anaya for his signanew measures would be passed with ture, include the same bondthe emergency clauses necessary to issuance provision jncluded in the
House bill.
make them immediately effective.
'Rogers said by splitting the House
House conservatives raised
Anaya's ire when they withheld the bill into three parts, the conservavotes necessary to pass the original tives should not be able to cancel the
·measure with an emergency clause. effect of the all the measures.
"Even if some segment of the
Without the emergency clause,
House
should decide to withhold the
the bill would not go into effect in
time to cover the deficit predicted emergency clause, we can still cover
for the fiscal year ending June 30. our deficit," he said.
He said, however, the split was
The bills would cut state agency
budgets a little more than 4 percent. made prim..arHy for technical
for the remaining five months of this reasons.
fiscal year and would transfer about ·
continued on page 5
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Friendly Guard
For most kids, getting to
school in the morning is one of
those things that seems tailored to taking one's own
sweet time. But the kids at
Emerson Elemetary in the S.E.
heights have a reason to get to
school quicker.
Timi Padilla has been the
crossing guard there for three
semesters.
Timi h.as won the .affection
of the children that attend the
school. She has been over to
dinner at most of their houses,
and participates in school activities. The kids call her 11ants,"
because she ~~runs all over the
place." At Christmas, one of
the children gave her a handtooled belt with her nickname
on it.
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Student Aid Dependant
Upon Draft Registration
•
registration before they provide any
aid.
Registering for the selective ser- · .Verification requires a statement
vice will be a requirement next year of compliance from all students rebefore a student can apply for finan- ceiving aid, meaning even those
cial aid for academic year 1983~84. who are exempt have to verify why
A law that takes effect for the they have not completed draft reg•
coming fiscal year says any student istration.
who is required to register with the
Reasons for exempt status include
selective service must present proof age, sex and some physical handof registration to receive financial icaps.
aid assistance from programs estabFor students who are required to
lished under Title IV of the Higher register for the draft, the office must
Education Act.
have a copy ()f the students' ackPrograms under the act include nowledgment letter from the selecPell Grant, Supplemental Educa- tive service containing his selective
tional Opportunity Grant, work- service· number.
study, National Direct Student
Director of the Financial Aid
Loan, Guaranteed Student Loan, Office Fred Chreist Jr. said the
Plus Loan and State Student Incen· office wants students to be aware of
tive Grant.
the stipulation early in order to get
In essence, the UNM Financial verification copies.
Aid Office must have proof of draft
if a student has not supplied the
office with the acknowledgment letter, he will not be able to .receive any
aid, Chreist said.
.
~·we anticipate there are some
potential problems," Chreist sa.id.
The "total effect" of the law will
be realized when the office distributes money this fall and may not be
able to provide aid to students who
have not complied with the law,
Chreist said.
"We in the financial aid community rnust cornply with this Jaw
and, in. an effort to reduce possible
problems for our student a.id .recipients, want to disseminate -all in•
f01'111ation. that we have as early as
possible," Chreist said.
President Reagan signed the 1983
Defense.Department Act into law on
5ept. 8, 1982. The law includes the
legislation mandating the acknowledgment of draft registration
FRED CHitEIST JR.
for financial aid.
.
By Laura Tolley

Photos by Joe Cavatetta

Varied Criteria for Admissions
By Mark Wingfield

Admissions procedures .at the University of New
Mexico School of Law do not discriminate against
minorities, say leaders of the school's minority organizations.
Getting into the law school is "competetive but
doesn't put the minority at a disadvantage,'' said Fred
Jones, president of the Black American Law Students'
Association.
About 800 people apply yearly for admission to the
la.w school, and 110 are accepted.
Associate Dean .Peter Winograd said selection is
based on the applicant's score in the Law School-.
Admissions Test, undergraduate grade point average
and personal references.
Although there has been rnuch criticism in recent
years of the capability of standardized tests to accurately
measure minority students' abilities, Winograd said,
''they're not discriminatory."
"Minorities tend to perform less well 91 on the tests,
he said. Because of this, the law school admissions
committee carefully considers all factorS in each application. .
.
..
Laura Watchempino; president of the American Indian Law Students' Assoeiation, agrees that ''the admissions committee tries to take everything into consideration."
''They. are aware of some of the pitfalls and try to '
balance that," said Frank Martinez, a member of the
Mexican American Law Students' Association.
Jones said his admission to the school is proof of the
balance. He sc<md 445 out of 800 on the LSAT and did
not have an extremely high undergraduate OPA.
"If they looktd only atthat," he said, "I wouldn't be
in the law school today.

•'The school that looks at LSAT and GPA alone isn't
getting the whole picture,'' Jones said.
Winograd stressed that every resident student who
applies has an equal chance of being admitted. "We're
very flexible on admissions," he said.
He explained that no admissions or denials for resident applicants are based solely on LSAT score and
GPA.
''We look for people who have overcome significant
hurdles," he said, explaining that the committee considers educational background and oppottunity.
The files of all in-state applicants are reviewed by the
admissions committee, which is composed of five
faculty members and one student.
Watchempino said she recommends students to study
for the LSAT because it ''does discriminate against
anybody that hasn't developed test-taking skills.
"A lot of minority students don't get a chance to
study for the test," she said. ''This is their biggest
mistake.'' To help in this area, the three minority organizations heldan LSAT preparatory seminar in September, which SS people attended.
The LSAT is a ''grueling experience,'' Jones said,
continued on page 5
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Wire Report

By George Zamora

OPEC Tries to Avert Price War
Four of OPEC's powerful Persian
Gulf members held critical talks in
Saudi Arabia Tuesday to avert an
all-out global oil price war that could
splinter the 13-nation oil group and
imperil the internutional banking
system.
Oil ministers from Saudi Arabia,
Kuwait, Qatar and the United Arab
Emirates met behind closed doors in
l~iyadh amid warnings by two of
them that a price break in the Organization of Petroleum Exporting
Countries was i111mincnt. Non·
OPEC members Bahrain and Oman
also attended.
"The price war has started inside
OPEC," the United Arab Emirates
newspaper AI Wahda said.
Mexico, a non-OPEC member
and America's largest foreign oil
supplier, said it would lower its oil
prices Friday. The Soviet Union, the
world's largest oil producer, urged
OPEC to prevent a further drop in
prices.
The state-run Saudi press agency
said other unidentified OPEC minis-

ters were expected at the Riyadh
summit. Industry sources said officials from Indonesia and Venezuela
would arrive in Saudi Arabia.
Official Saudi Arabia Radio held
out the prospect of a "collapse of
OPEC and its prices" and warned it
would have "serious consequences
on both producing and industrial nations."
Gold plummeted $12.80 an ounce
in New York amid fears OPEC
would be unable to keep a ftoor
under sagging oil prices, and gasoline and home-heating oil fell about
5 cents a gallon on U.S. spot markets. Spot crude prices on European
markets dropped by more than $1 a
barrel.
Before the Riyadh. talks, Qatari
Oil Ministel' Sheikh Abdel Aziz Bin
Khalifa AI Thani said "it is necessary to decrease the current oil price
and in a remarkable degree.''
OPEC was deadlocked Jan. 24 on
a plan to keep a $34-abarrel base
price from collapsing and setting the
stage for a full-scale price w_ar.

Millions Turn to Bread
During Tortilla Protest

Nigeria broke ranks with the cartel Saturday and slashed prices by
$5.50to $30 a barrel to match reductions by non-OPEC competitors Britain, Norway and the Soviet Union.
United Arab Emirates Oil Minister Mana Said Otaiba hinted stfongly
at an OPEC price cut ''to protect the
interests of our countries and preserve our markets" before leaving
for Riyadh.
In Mexico City, authorities said
Mexico would announce an oil price
reduction Friday. Mexico charges
$32.50 a barrel for its best crude and
$25 for Jess desirable oil.
The Soviet Union, which fired the
first salvo in the pricing battle by
lowering its export crude $2 Feb. 1,
said OPEC should hold the line on
prices and warned the cartel is •'facing the most crucial test of its 22year history.''
"Indeed, a price war within
OPEC could cause damage to that
organization which will be difficult
to mend," the Communist Party
newspaper Pravda said.

drunken drivers, who are blamed for
more than 26,000 traffic deaths each
year.
The justices overturned a South
Dakota ruling that found using a
driver's refusal against him violated
his Fifth Amendment protection
against se)fincrimination.

Cranston Wooing Labor
BAL HARBOUR, Fla.- Demo·
cratic presidential candidate Alan
Cranston took his campaign inside
the closed doors of the AFL-CIO
Executive Council Tuesday and impressed some union leaders in his
bid for organized labor's endorsement.
Cranston, a Californian and assistant Senate Democratic leader,
emerged from the hour-long session
picturing the contest for AFL-CIO
backing as between himself and former Vice President Walter Moodale.
The question facing the. union
leaders, Cranston said, is: "Who is
more eleeiable, 'Fritz' Mondale or
Alan Cranston?"
AFL-CIO President Lane Kirkland maintained neutrality, saying
only that Cranston "gave an excellent presentation, a fine account of
himself." Others indicated Cranston helped his campaign by appearing.
The federation plans to endorse a
presidential candidate in December,
before the first Democratic primary,

but there are indications -that 1t a
consensus candidate emerges, the
endorsement might be moved up to
the AFL-CIO biennial convention in
October.
Kenneth Blaylock, president of
the American Federation of Government Employees, the largest ·union
of federal workers, said the question
of labor support ''is more open than
people thought it was."
Blaylock said Mondale may have
made a mistake in bypassing the
week-long council session in this
Atlantic Coast resort. Cranston
scheduled an entire week here to
woo the union leaders.
United. Auto Workers President
Douglas Fraser, while saying Cranston made a •'very strong'' presentation, said he feels Mondale is ahead
in the race for the AFL-CIO endorsement, with Sen. John Glenn,
D-Ohio, who pl;ms to officially
announce his candidacy this spring,
in second place.
. "Our members like heroes,"
Fraser said of the high rating for the
former astronaut Who was the first
man to orbit Earth.

•'A refusal to take a blood alcohol
'test, after a police officer has lawfully requested it, is not an act coerced
by the officer and thus is not protected by the privilege against selfincrimination," Justice Sandra Day
O'Connor wrote for the court
majority.
•'The carnage caused by drunk
(!rivers is well documented,'' she
noted. "This court . . . has repeatedly lamented the tragedy."
The net result of the ruling is that a
suspected drunken driver not only
can be forced to take a blood alcohol
test, but in those states where he is
given a choice, his refusal to take the
test also can be used to indicate his
guilt. Further;the court said, police
do not even need to tell a driver that
his refusal may be used against him.
In a flurry of activity on their return from a four-week recess, the
justices also:
-Ruled 7-2 that public broadcasters are not required by a federal law
benefiting the handicapped to offer
captioned television programs for
the nation's 13 million deaf people.

"If they don't (end the protest), we'll have to eat bread or
wheat tortillas every day, what
else ·can we do? But I hope this
strike doesn't last long," Mrs.
Rodriguez Esparsa said.

The majority of Mexico City's
17 million residents arc hard hit
by the production shutdown because their diet consists mainly of
tortillas with beans, rice and hot
chile sauce.
'
The 16,000-member Association ofTortilla Factory Owners in
Mexico City asked authorities a
month ago for a 100 percent hike
in the official tortilla price set at
four cents a pound.

Libyan Hijackers Release
Stewardes$ from Boeing
VALLEITA, Malta- Hijackers
of a Libyan airliner holding I 59 passengers for nearly two days freed a
stewardess Tuesday and promised to
release. all their hostages in Morocco
if Malta allowed the aircraft to be
refueled.
..
The Moroccan ambassador to Italy, YahiaBenslimane, was expected
in the Mediterranean island nation
later to confer with Maltese Prime.
Minister Dom Mintoff about the
three Libyan hijackers' demands for
political asylum in Morocco.

-Set off a major trademark controversy by permitting Parker
Brothers to be stripped of its
monopoly on Monopoly, the name
of its famous real estate board !:lime.
-Agreed to review a ruling striking down the oil windfall profits tax,
giving the government a chance to
salvage the levy expected to provide
some $40 billion to the Treasury
over the next five years.

"If you give us enough fuel to go
to Morocco we will release all the
passengers and the aircraft in
Morocco,'' one of the hijackers told
Mintoff in a monitored radio conversation shortly before the stewardess was released.

-Ruled 5-4 in a Pennsylvania
case that prison officials may place
an inmate in solitary confinement
without a hearing.

"Jf Morocco gives us a political
sign and then you give us fuc! we
promise to release the aircraft with
all the passengers."
The semi-official Moroccan radio
in Tangiers reported the Moroccan
government had decided not to

PIZZA EXPRESS
1710 Central SE

Sun·Th U:30am-12am
Frl & Sat U:30am·lain

The Navy is seeking applicants lot positions in the following:
• Medical School Scholarships • Pre·Med Seniors Only
• Medical Service Corps Health care Administration
Industrial Hygiene
Business Administration
• Nurse Corps • BSN

.

"Well, what can we do but eat
bread, even though it is not nearly as tasty,'' shrugged one office
worker bemoaning the tortilla
shortage.

"With the present prices, it
isn't profitable for us to produce
the dough at bigh costs and sell it
for lower costs," said .Nazario
Housewives substituted bread, Palomera, pre~ident of the assorice and even potato chips for tor- ciation explaining the protest.
tillas, flat cornmeal pancakes
essential for traditional Mexican
"If the government want~ to
dishes and customarily used to charge us $50 for a ton of com,
sandwich most anything edible. then we're going to have to raise
"Even yesterday we managed our prices," Palomera said.

ATTENTION
HEALTH PROFESSION
MAJORS

For more Information c•ll 7.,.3115.

to buy corn flour and make our
tortillas, but I guess we'll have to
make tortillas out of wheat flour
today,'' said Anita Rodriguez
Esparsa, who works as a cook in
the city's luxurious Lomas de
Chapultcpec section.

But Mexicans, it seemed, were
resigned to the tortilla shortage,
one of several that includes other
staples such as milk and eggs.

-Agreed to decide whether the
government can ban the use of
photographs or illustrations of U.S.
currency.

Join a very special team whO enjoy a careerwlth fine opportunities for growth
and development. Full range of duty assignments. Overseas travel. Special·
ties such as operating room management, anesthesiology, family practice,
pediatrics and gynecology. Continued education ~nd specialization oppo~u·
nltles, Up to $31 1500 In 4 ye11rs. Excellent benefits: 30·days paid vacation
annually.

MEXICO CITY-Millions of
Mexico City residents found it
hard to live on bread alone Tuesday, the second day thousands of
tortilla factories refused to produce the country's basic dietary
staple.

"Of course the bakeries aren't
making enough white
bread . . . and flour is in short
supply and expensive. I guess
people will be eating crackers
pretty soon," he said.
The tortilla factories, charging
government price controls were
forcing them into bankrupcy,
shut down operations Monday to
force authorities to review their
policy.

Alcohol-test Rule Overturned
WASHINGTON-The Supreme
Court, disturbed by the "carnage
caused by drunk drivers,'' ruled 7,2
Tuesday that a motorist's refusal to .
take a blood alcohol test can be used
as evidence against him in court.
The ruling gives states another
strong weapon to use in convicting

Drug May Aid Brain's Recovery

b\'' United Press ln.ternational

allow the hijackers to land in Morocco, but government officials refused
to confirm the report.
The stewardess, in her mid-20s
and wearing the blue uniform of Libyan Arab Airways, was lowered
from the Boeing 727's front passenger door in mid-aftemoon and met
by police who rushed her into tile
control tower of Valletta's Luqa airport.
Airport officials said no supplies
had been delivered to the plane by
Tuesday afternoon and that Maltese
authorities were worried about the
health of the passengers.
The three-enginedjet was hijacked Sunday on a domestic flight from
the oasis town of Sedha to the Li·
byan capital of Tripoli. It landed at
Valletta Sunday night and was immediately surrounded by riotequipped police and soldiers.
One of the passengers was an Italian engineer but the rest were believed to be Arabs, mostly Libyans.
Six Libyan government representatives flew to Valletta early
Tuesday to observe the negotiations.

HEADACHE: is part of the result of experiments on rats in an
experiment at the UNM psychology deptartment. John Chapin performs surgery on the brain of one of the animals.

Use of amphetamines might
promote recovery from brain damage suffered by stroke patients and
others with various head injuries,
Dr. Dennis M. Feeney, a University of New Mexico psychologist, said the results of laboratory
tests he and his assistants performed, using the drug on braininjured rats, show "a single dose of
amphetamine promotes recovery
from brain injury."
Human subjects have not been
used yet for research, Feeney said,
b!Jt it is likely that amphetamine, ora
similar drug, may be used to help
stroke patients recover faster,
"We got approval from UNM's
Human Subjects Research Committee to go ahead with the screening (of
patients), but we probably won't
start this type of research for another
year," Feeney said.
In Feeney's experiments, rats
were first trained to run across a narrow beam. The rats then had a portion ofone side of their brain, known
as the motor cortex, surgically removed. As a result of the surgery,
the rats exhibited paralysis on one
side of their body, opposite the site
of brain-surface removal.
The paralysis is a symptom similiar to those suffered by stroke victims, Feeney said.
Rats given amphetamine 24 hours
after their injuries could walk across
the beam, while the animals not
given the drug could not, he said.
"A most surprising finding,"
Feeney said, "was that one dose of
the drug was given and the effect
endured.'' At 48 hours, the amphetamine is gone, yet the rats con-

tinued to improve their beamwalking abilities, Feeney said.
Another important project discovery was the drug did not produce
improvement if the animals were
given the drug and were then restrained (not allowed to walk on the
beam), Feeney said.
"Improvement requires. two
things," he said, "the drug and
some sort of experience like physical therapy.
"There is no medical treatment to
promote medical recovery from
brain damage."
Physical therapy has not been
proven to promote recovery, Feeney
said. It only serves to prevent secondary problems in stroke cases such
as contracted tendons or atrophied
muscles.
Feeney said the next phase of his
experiments will be directed toward
helping .stroke patients recover better and faster,
Michael Boyeson, a senior graduate student of Feeney's, is working
out the biochemical mechanisms in
the brain responsible for the recovery. ·

·-----------------·
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with mob figures.
Fratianno is a federally protected witness who has
admitted his ties to the Mafia. Marchiondo testified
earlier that he knew Fratianno under another name and
was not aware of his criminal background.
The deposition said Fratianno suggested during a
1976 meeting in Houston that Durst buy some stock that
could be obtained only through Marchiondo. U said
Fraitianno telephoned Marchiondo: and Durst and Marchiondo set up th e deal.
It said Durst ba ught 800 shares at$ 10 a share, giving
the money to Fratianno. Seven months later, the stock
had more than dou bled in value, it said, andDurstsoldit
in three lots at a large profit, which was shared with
Fratianno, who had invested nothing.
"Every time some stock was sold, it was because Mr.
Fratianno called and said it was a good time to sell,"
Durst said in the deposition. "I'd deduct the tax, and
then we'd agree on a split. "
He said Marchiondo obtained the stock on Durst's
behalf from his brothcr, Albert A. Marchiondo.

Camp Offers Twist
Figures of a different kind will be the topic of conversation at a summer
camp to be offered in June by the University of New Mexico's Division of
Continuing Education.
Four sessions of micro-eomputer youth camp will be held this summer for
youths ages 9 to 15. For $225, participants will be provided room !lnd board
and six days of instruction on Apple II computers.
Traditional camp features -.including baseball and basketball - are
also scheduled. Students will spend half of each day working with the
computers and the other half on recreational activities.
. · .. . . ·
Students will be introduced to computer hardware, BASIC language and
graphics.
..
. . ·
"I think we're going to have a good response from the community," said
Robert 8arela, assistant conference coordinator. A smaller program was put
together last summet iritwo weeks, Barela said, and drew 15 participants. He
expects 128 students to enroll for this summer's camp.
Registration information is available from the Division of Continuing
Education at 277·3751.

I
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I Yale Blood Plasma, Inc:. 1
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122 Yale SE
Albuquerque, NM 87106
(505) 266-5729

I1

I
I

1

bulin, Antihemophilic Factors, Tetanus Toxoid and
many others including Hepatitius .. B.. vaccine.

$5.00 Bonus
On Your First Donation
when you bring this coupon & valid student or military I.D.
Limit 1 per donor. Offer expires 3·4·83

Today at the

Garden Court

Levi's
501'5
Shrink To Fit
Bootcut
Fashion Jeans

Help Sought
For Challenged

Wrangler
Cords

Sedgefield
Fashion Jeans

$1&.99

Esperanza .Respite Service· is
on a citywide search for individuals who are available to give
daycare to mentally retarded and
physically handicapped children.
Also being sought are individuals able to work in the chi!dren's homes.
To find out more regarding
Esperanza Respite Service, contact Mona Marin at 873-0600.
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1 YOUR HELP IS NEEDED 1
I to provide the many lifesaving vaccines produced by I
1 blood plasma donors, such as: Albumin, Gammaglo- 1
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I
Lawyers Con
I I ng
To Transact Deals with Mob Figures
LAS CRUCES (UPI) - A deposition read Tuesday
at the trial of a $17 million libel suit against the Albuquerque Journal describes a business deal involving
William Marchiondo, an organized crime figure and a
Texas investor•.
The deposition taken Dec. 29, 1982, from Joe Durst,
a Houston real estate investor, was read by an attorney
for the Journal as the trial of Marchiondo's suit against
the newspaper resumed after the three-day weekend.
Marchiondo, a prominent Albuquerque lawyer,
claimed in his district court suit that the newspaper
falsely connected him with organized crime in a 1977
. article.
.
Durst said in the deposition that Marchiondo helped
set up Jimmy "The Weasel'' Frattiano with a front to
allow Fratlanno to buy into Bokum Resources Corp., a
New Mexico uranium company that went bankrupt.
TheJoumal lawyers contended that the deal involving Durst, Marchiondo and Fratianno, who presented
videotaped testimony earlier in the month-old trial,
showed that Marchiondo was willing to do business

Levels of neurotransmitters,
known as catechol!lmines, have
been found to be lower than normal
in brain-injured subje~:;(s. Boyeson
said he is focusing his studies on
these "messengers of the brain."
- "When a portion of the brain is
damaged, the entire system goes
into a type of shock," Boyeson said.
Boyeson described amphetamine's effect on an injured brain as
"tricking the repair system into
thinking that it's not damaged," he
said.
The research done by Boyeson,
Feeney and his other assistants is
funded by a grant from a pharmaceutical company that manufactures. a substitute for amphetamine,
and is supported by the Minority
Students in Biological Research
Program.
Funding, however, is running
low, Feeney said. He has submitted
grant proposals to the National Institute on Health and some priv!lte
agencies, If the grants are awarded
to his project, Feeney said, they will
allow the research to begin on human subjects,
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Alcohol-induced Handicaps Common,
New State Law Allows
Yet Preventable in Unborn Children
Out-of-State Water Use

Forum

By Patricia Olson

---Editorial---

---Opinion

Selective Service Ruling
Jab in Ribs for Students

Giving Students Freedom
Leads to Irresponsibility

It is an outrage that students who are eligible for~he ~raft rryust flOW
provide proof of registration before they can rece1ve fmanctal aid to
attend college.
It's bad enough any of us have to register with the Selective Service. But to deny a student financial aid, because he object~;~ to being
available to be hauled off to war is criminal.
It's just another jab in the ribs from the long arm of government.
The war department not only wants to know where to reach us in case
of war, but also will deny us an education if we don't comply with its
ridiculous rule.
The new rule is, of course, discriminatory, too. Because women
don't have to register for the draft, they will be exempt from the
regulation. Which means ifthere is a choice between giving monetary
aid to a financially needy woman or giving itto an equally needy man
who has not registered for the draft, the woman will .get the money.
The local financial aid office is not responsible for the new regulation, but naturally must follow federal mandates. We can't yell at
them for the catch-22, but we can yell long and loud to. our congressman about the gross injustice of this regulation.

Having, 1 hope, entertained you with barbs to.ssed at. the administration and the Little Minister and his Fac.ulty Follies, I suspect I should
remind you students of my fascist-elitist view o.f the University. ·
1oppose lengthening the six-week drop, and 1n fact several years
ago 1 proposed a two-week period to the Faculty Senate .(yes, I was
once a simpering parliamentarian). The proposalmystenously passed, but was immediately repealed in a wave of faculty fear and
liberalism.
. .
.
The sole argument forwarded in favor of a long drop penod 1s that 1t
allows the student to discover how he is doing before being required
to make a final commitment. This is crap.
. .
The professor is boring; there is too muph wo;k; the matenal1~ n?t
what 1expected. These are valid reasons. for decJd.mg no~ to rem am In
a course, and all ofthese things can be discerned m the f1rst couple of
weeks. Facing the prospect of receiving a lousy grade is hardly an
academically acceptable reason for dropping.
.
A long drop period (it used to be twelve weE!ksll produces two
negative resu.lts. First; classes are quickly closed because of heavy
enrollment by students who load up on hours and then, when it is too
late for others to enter, drop the courses they are doing poorly in. This
cheats the more serious students and wastes University resources,
Second and more important, this policy demonstrably encourages
academic irresponsibility. Why bother when you know you canal·
ways drop the class? Grades are important! but the point of th~
institution is learning, not grade-point sculptmg. In my own darwinian way 1 feel it is beneficial to one's development, whether as
student or responsible adult, to have the right to fail, whatever the 'I'm
OK, you're OK' people in Education say.
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---Letters.--Porno Distorts Relations
Editor:
Despite Eddie Tafoya's discouraging review, I went to see Not a
Love Story, playing at Don Pancho's through Feb. 24. I wasn't sure
what to expect, though Eddie warned us that it was violent, manhating and used men as "scapegoats." After the movie, I couldn't help
.but wonder how a woman might have critiqued the film. Though each.
·person has her or his individual biases, the fact that women are so
often victimized by pornography makes it an issue that women are
more likely to be concerned about and critical of. . ·
The title, Not a Love Story, is very appropriate to the pornography
subject. The film makes the point that most pornographic films distort
and pervert a very loving, private act by displaying it pubicly and
cheating an inequality between the partners. The scenes enacted very
often show a man in a power position of domination of a woman who
either acts helpless or is physically restrained by ropes, costumes,
etc. The image is not one of two people loving each other, celebrating
a joyful union of their bodies. Rather, the message is devoid of love,
sadistic and misogynistic.
Robin Morgan, interviewed in the film, makes the p9int that what
we needed was erotica but what we got was pornography. Some
people deny any connection between the rise in violence in p~rnogra
phy and the increase in violent sexual assaults on women and chil·
dren. If erotica were more prevalent, which shows women and men
as equal partners, peacefully loving each other, would more violent
rapes occur anyway? Perhaps pornography doesn't solely influence
rapists. But the increase in violence in both may be symptoms of
something wrong in our culture. Are we so lacking in love and com·
passion for ourselves and each other?
In seriously examining the violence around us, we must ask why it
occurs and how we are contributing to it. Not A Love Story is an
investigation of pornography, an expose of a world with which some
of us are unfamiliar. By not confronting the sadistic and destructive
elements in this society we passively support them. One step toward
action would be to see this informative film. It is not a movie by
man-haters. Sut is it about hate, hatred of women especially. Men
who know they don't suppo'rt pornography know they're not
''scapegoats." Not a Love Story was made to remind us of the love
lost in this society.
Eithne Johnson
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A View from the Bottom
By Richard Berthold
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You can guess my position on repeating courses. Repeat as many
times as you want, but all the grades will be recorded and averaged.
Each should be completely accountable for what he does, Whatever
the field.
.
ASUNM lobbyist Mark Duran says that having to repeat courses
more than twice to raise a GPA to a "credible standard" could be too
expensive for some students. This cuts both ways, oh budding politician. With no record of previous attempts the student with plenty of
time and money can· afford to keep trying until he gets the perfect
GPA.
But this. is smoke. Once more it is a question of encouraging
responsibility among students. We let just about everybody into this
institution, and we really oughtto exercise some quality conrol somewhere. Students have demonstrated at UNM that with increased
· freedom there rarely has come increased responsibility and it is
consequently part of our job to force responsibility upon you.
Meanwhile, if ASUNM is interested in grading proposals, consider
these. Introduce the and • into course grades. This simple change
(only about .20 grand to reprogram a few years ago) would provide
faculty with thirteen grades rather than five to choose from and make
the system much more accurate. But the faculy has already turned
this one down. Too much work, I suppose.
Or how about this? On your transcript there will be recorded not
only your grade, but also the size and average grade ofthe class. Your
prospective employer or grad school knows instantly that while you
only have a B average, it's in a line of tough engineering courses. And
the· 4:0 in Education is immediately revealed as meaningless. Tliis
procedure would distinguish among different grading standards, but
for obvious reasons the idea is not well received among many faculty.
But whatever you wish to propose, take this hint. If you can convince the faculty that your proposal, whatever it is, will increase their
enrollments, you will find yourself receiving a far more. receptive
hearing.

--~

In New Mexico, alcohol is the
most commol! cause of mental retardation ill babies - and this form
of retardatio.n is preventable, said a
University of New Mexico associate
professor.
Dr, Jon Aase, an associate professor of pediatrics at UNM'sSchool of
Medicine, has been COI!ducting research on fetal alcohol syndrome
since, 1974, one year after its discovery.
''Alcohol, the world's favorite
drug, was discovered in 1973 to produce a pattem of incurable, lifelong,
handicapping symptoms in babies
which seem to be unique to alcohol," Aase said.
The known effects of alcohol on
developing fetuses include prenatal
and postnatal growth deficit,

The New Mlixlco Dally Lobo is published Monday through Friday everv regular Week of the
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by the Boord of Student Publications of the University of New Mexlco.Subscriptlon rate ls$10
per scsdemlc year, Second Class postage paid at Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131.
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outhor solely. Unsigned opinion Is that oftheeditorand reflects the editorial policy oftho paper,
but does not necessarily tap resent the views of the members of the Daily Lobo staff,

By Carol BrQdley Shirley
A University of New Mexico
program provides small businesses
with management assistance and
gives management students an
opportunity to get expt'rience work"
ing with ''live cases,"
The Small Business Institute,
operated by the Anderson School of
Management as part of a nationwide
program supported by the Small
Business Administration, takes 18
to 20 clients a semester and di-

agnoses their business problems,
Professor Daniel Slate said.
Teams of three or four students,
under the direction of a faculty
member, evaluate the management
of the businesses selected and prepare a written report with suggestions and recommendations for improvement, said Slate, SBI's
director.
'
Team members are graduating
seniors or graduate students enrolled
in courses like "Strategic Management" or "Entrepreneurship," he

Member, New

continued from page 1
•'because it deals with basically unfamiliar material.''
Security measures for the test are also a factor. Those
taking the test are thumb-printed and must give a hand·
writing sample to verify their identity.
"It creates .a lot of tension that doesn't have to be
there, said Karen Bova, a member of AILSA. "It's like
they know you're going to do something wrong.''
The six black students in the law school constitute the
smallest minority population. "I think the law school
could do more in recruitment" of black students, Jones
said.
Winograd attributes the small .number of black law

students to the small percentage of blacks living in New
Mexico. "We just don't get many applications from
black students," he "said.
A black professor who will be on the faculty next year
may help, however, Winograd said. He said there is a
possibility of .this increasing the number of black students applying for admission. "I'll be interested in
seeing what happens," he said.
If more black students are not recruited, BALSA may
face difficulties. Two of the six students will graduate
this year and not every black student is as interested in
the organization as Jones is. "I may have to run the
organization myself or just close the door," he said.

Engineer Group To Meet
The Student Engineering Board
and the Faculty Open House Com·
mittee have been working together
on coordinating this annual event,
said Richard L. Martinez, president
of HED/SHPE.
HEO/SHPEwill meet at 7 p,m. in
the old Lecture Hall; refreshments
will be served.
Students, parents and faculty are
invited to attend the meeting and are
encouraged to participate in the open
house.

The Student
Veterans Association's
February General Membership
Meeting

will be held on Wed., Feb. 23rd
7:00pm at the International Center
1808 Las Lomas NE

S.VA "MASH PARTY" Feb 28.

Senate-continued from page 1

Ar~nouncetiittits {n Lip Service M'ill run the daJ•
bt/ore the event and lht dtJy of the event Oil "tpart
avallablt basis. Lip Service is a"o"ailablt to all UNM
non-projil organfzatlons. Forms for Lip Stnice can
be pickett up in Marron Hall, room JJBand mwr be.

turned in by 1 p.m. _lh~ day prior toptlbllcailon.

Today's Events
lloeVNM Skydlvln1Ciub will meetat7p.m. today
ln the SiJB, room 253. Everyone Welcome.

l.etru Vl¥81 presentil al novetista nucvo-mexicano
Rudolro Anaya. _qulen va a leer un po_em~ en e1
procesa de' eScribltse· hoy desde las IZ hasta: Ia uaa.
Vtngan o dfsFruiat de una. bora de ct(a(ion. Rudo1fo
A11aya the NeW MexiCan novellsl, will read a_ poem in
"Proces~ today from 110on lo I p.m. in the. Ortega Hall
Lounge, All ate welcOme to join in -an hour of
creation.

UNM Student NuM Aisorlallon Sp,.ke,. Series

Tile Woy Compil• ftllows"p meets at noon
Wednesdays in thtSUB, second noot. lobby area,
south end of the bulldint. All intemted pmolls are,
welcome.
·

Rogers split the House bill into
one bill made up of the budget-reductions, a second bill composed of the
construction fund transfers and a
Senate substitute bill to the House
The Spanish Clab meets at3 p.m. Wednesdays at bill made up of the remaining transthe tntemationat Center. Las lomas Avenue N.·e. fers.

Has weekly guest speakers.

The Studul Vtleroo AISOdotloa will hold a
general membCrsbfp mccling ~oday. More in..
forminion is avaUabie- frOril Paul ot Pope at27741SO~

Lu Clmpantt will have an important mcedng at7
p.m. tOday in the SUB. room231-Aand9.
The Hlsponlc EntiM<rlna Orpnladon/Soclely of

Hlsponk .Profmlonol EnaJnt<n, will meet at 7 p.m.
today in abe Old Lecture Hill, tocated next to the
Electrical Engineeting Buitditlg.l1r. Gerald W.. May,
dean of the UNM College of Engineering, wnl speak
on the up-coming Colfese· ofEnjineerins Open Houe.
All ll!ngitieering students are invtled lo auend and
witness the oiganlzatlonalll!ffor1s:ofthe0pen House~
Refreshments will be se,..,ed.
A BloOd Drln will be held from 9 a.m. to 3 p;m,
t"day at the Air Force Reserve Offi~;ers 1 Training
Corps Oetachment, 1901 Las Lomas Road N.E. The
drive is •ponsoted by the Arnold Air Society, a UNM
student organit.ation, and United BIOOdSe:viCes.

He said the Senate measure cor·
responding to the fund-transfer P,J'O·
vision of the House bill increased the
amount to be taken from the operational reserve fund from $20 milli!m to $40 million.
He said th~ shortfall estimate in·
creased from $112 million when the
House passed their bill to $132 mil·
lion when the bill came before the
Senate, prompting the need for additional funds.

Rogers said the only other change
. made by the Senate tightened the
leeway given to the governor for deTltfolo&Y for lanch will have a dlscusslon <?ri "M .. termining which divisions within an
A-s-H Theology" a1 noDri today in th~·.sus, room· agency would be cut.
2SO.E,
Under the House· proposal, the
"llenre. ·of Prci-faalonit Blf'IIO.I., will be the governor h~d jurisdiction to distritopic presenred by a ''mystery speaker!' at$ p.m.
today In the Mecharilcol Engineering Building, room bute budget decreases in the agen·
cies under his direct control.
200.
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The bill, signed by Gov.
Toney Anaya Tuesday, became
law the moment it was signed
because pf an emergency clause
attached to the measure.
The··legislation was signed
within a week of its introduction
in the Senate last Wednesday.
The proposal came in the wake
of a federal court decision against

the state that granted to El Paso
use ofNew Mexico groundwater.
U.S. District Judge Howard
Bratton ruled that New Mexico's
ban on out-of·stateexportation of
its water violates the U.S. Constitution.
The state plans to appeal the
decision.
Sponsors hope the new statute
will fix that part of the state's
water law ruled unconstitutional
by Bratton.
Senate Bill 295 was approved
by the House and Senate with
little debate.

The student chapter of the Hispanic Engineering Organization/Society of Hispanic Professional Engineers (HED/SHPE) will hold its
monthly meeting today,
said. Instructors of these. courses can
Dr. Gerald W. May, dean of the
use the SBI as a source of practical College of Engineering and Dr. Don
experience for their students.
' Diego Gonzales of Sandia National
The SBA provides $250 for each Laboratories will be· the guest
case the institute takes on to cover speakers,
the cost of materials, student travel
Discussion will center on the enand the salary of a graduate assis- gineering open house scheduled for
tant.
Friday and Saturday.
David Valles of the Albuquerque.
SBA office said a recent survey of
clients served by the institute'
showed that businesses were favorably impressed with the work they
received,

Criteria

Lottors Submission Polley: Letters to the editor must be typed, double·spaced and no more
than 100 words. All mailed· In lenets must be signed by the author and lncludeliddress end
telephone number, No names will be withheld,. The Dally Lobo does no! guarantee publication
and will odltleuers for length and libelous content.
Editor.:.,. ......... , ......... Kelly Gibbs
Managing Editor., ..••.••. Judy Nakamura
Associate Managing Editor .. Robert Wood
News EditQr •••.•••• , •• , • , ... , , •• Eve Ctess
Copy Editor................. , Stacy Green
Photo ~ditor, H,, •••• ~ .... , • Joe C_~varefta
Assoc. Photo Editor , •• Mlcheel A. Gallegos
Graphic Artist ••.•••... , •• Priscilla Gonzalez
Sports Editor .. , .. , ............ Steve King
Arts Editor.. ,, ............... Eddie Tafoya·

SANTA FE (UPI)- A bill
that would allow out-of-state use
of New Mexico groundwater
under certain conditions became
law Tuesday.

Program Serves- B~sinesses

will feature the topie,· 11 0n Death and Dying: Nursing
Roles,'; at 1 p.m. today in tbe Nursing and Pharmacy
Building. room B-1 S. A cancer n!J.rse arid a counselor
in llte ho1ne hospice ptogrilm will talk on -ca-re of the
dying and their families. Alia\< inYiled.

No. 104.

psychomotor retardation and joint is not interested in covering pre·
abnormalities, he said.
gnant women with 11 "blanket
Aase' s study was the first of its scare."
kind, and he .said every year, 50 to
''Thatdoes nothing but give a bad
60 new cases of fetal alcohol syn- name to my profession and make a
drome are reported.
miserable nine months for mothers,
Babies born with fetal alcohol if not cause them to seek abortions,"
syndrome usually have alcoholic Aase said.
mothers, Aase said. But he said even
He said it is important for women
.if the mother has only two drinks a to realize the real dangers to their
day, mental and/or behavioral de- babies. He said they should not worry about the scientific hype in the
fects can occur.
"We don't know what's safe," media that seems to warn them
he said. "If 100 women were heavy ugainst ''everything from aspirin to
drinkers and had babies, 40 of those. chocolat~ pudding."
babies would be affected and 60
It is important to prevent birth dewouldn't.
fects where we can, because we can"Something mysterious protects · not cure them, Aase said.
some babies while others get these
"The best advice is to be terribly
horrible defects. I' sure would like to .good to yourself during pregnancy," he said, "If you can consume
know what that is.''
Aase researches factors that may fewer than two drinks a day, you
produce birth defects, but he said he might be saving a baby."
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UNM Art Professor
~A Painter's Painter'

MON: Lctdies 2 for 1 Hai
TUES: Men's 2 for 1
WED: Children's $5.00 Halr~i~~
THURS: $25.00 Perms
: Puok Rock 2 for 1 Hai~
~ """lLieto
Offer good
now
thm .3·19·8.3

By Arden Hebert
Having been listed in Who's Who
in Americcw Art, University of New
Mexico art Professor Harry Nadler
has received worldwide recognition
for his geometric style of painting.
Nadler, who has been teaching
drawing and painting at UNM since
1971, has participated in numerous
one-man and group exhibitions
throughout the world.
Born in Los Angeles, Calif., in
1930, Nadler was the first painter
ever to be awarded the Fulbright
Grant. This allowed him to study in
Madrid, Spain, in 1960. Nadler was
awarded the Childe Hassam Purchase Award in 1972.
In a 1981 New York Times review,
Critic Vivian Raynor said, "Mr.
Nadler's geometry is jauntier, his
brushwork closer to Cezanne's. His
art, though in no way adventurous,
is both assured and comely."
Nadler began his career as a commercial artist. In his early 20s,. he
worked in the advertising display
department of The Los Angeles
Herald Examiner, but soon became
dissatisfied.
"I found out very quickly that
was not what I wanted to do," Nadler said.

his work non-objective, simi!iar in
style to Pic! Mondrian' slater works.
He said he has often been considered a painter's painter, one whose
work is more interesting to other
painters than it is to the general
public.
The artist described his style as
"based not on complex mathematics, but working with certain systems.

"r usually have a show in New
York every two years. That is about
how long it takes me to get enough
work together. It takes about 15
pieces for an exhibition," Nadler
said.
He added he felt fortunate to have
started to exhibit his work in New
York, where he received critical
attention.
When Nadler first came to New
Mexico with his wife, Helen, he
taught classes in the winter and returned to his Long Island home during the summer to sell his work.
Before coming to New Mexico,
Nadler spent six years teaching
drawing and painting at Wesleyan
University in Middletown, Conn,

He then attended the University of
California at Los Angeles, where he
received his bachelor's degree and
began his painting. Two years later,
when he received his master's degree, Nadler felt that .his painting
style had matured considerably.

In January 1983, about40ofNadler's drawings and paintings were
featured in a one-man exhibition
sponsored by Pennsylvania State
University's Zoller Gallery, where
last spring he was a visiting artistlecturer.

"1 never was a figurative painter," he said. "My early work was
biomorphic, and it gradually began
to get more geometric as my work
progressed," he said.

Nadler, who is currently teaching
a new course called ''Methods and
Materials," feels that universities
are the major patrons of art. "They
support it in terms of allowing all of
us to teach, as well as sell our
work."

Influenced by Arshile Gorky, an
American artist, Nadler considers

Popejoy Hall

·FEB.

Registtation opens March 7 for fecting the quilting stitch and others.
Lectures also will cover a wide
the second Enchanted Quilt Fiesta to
be co-sponsored June 20 to 23 by the range of subjects and will be given
University of New Mexico Division by various award-winning desigof Continuing Education and the ners, teachers, authors and lecNew Mexico Quitters' Association. turers.
Interested people may enroll for
Some 500 people are expected to the lectures only, for one full day of
participate in the event, which will the program or for the entire
feature quilt shows, a merchants'
mall, workshops, lectures, a quilting bee, a banquet and other activities.

program.
For information and registration
forms, interested parties should send
a self-addressed, stamped, long envelope to the Enchanted Quilt Fiesta
II Brochure, Bureau of Conferences
and Institutes, UNM Division of
Continuing Education, 805 Yale
Blvd. NE, Albuquerque, 87131.

Professor Wins Award ·

Nationally-known teachers and
writers from across the nation will
be among the fiesta's 29 instructors.
Workshops will be conducted on
a wide variety of topics, such as
miniature quilt samplers, scenic log
cabin designs, shadow quilting,
light and space, color through fabric
dyeing, Pueblo Indian designs, per-

WHERE ALL THE
GOOD THINGS HAPPEN.

William Rhoad~, University of
New Mexico professor emeritus of
music, and former music department chairman, is a recent recipient
of an award from the American
Society of Composers, Authors and
Publishers (ASCAP).
Rhoads has been presented with

the ASCAP award each year for the
past eight years. This year's award
was for his arrangements and com·
positions for concert band.
Now retired, Rhoads still keeps
busy writing music and says his hobby is trliveling with his wife.

HARRY'S PLACE
OPEN 8 a.m.- 8 p.m.
10a.m.~6p.m.

2 eggs, toast coffee, hashbrowns •••••• , •••••••...• $1.49
All you can eat pancakes & 1 cup of coffee ••••••••• 1.19
2 eggs, toast coffee, ham or bacon •••••••••••••••• 1.89
Egg McHany (egg. bacon, cheese on a muffin) , ••••• 1.09
French Toast with coffee. , ••••.•••••••••••••••••••• 1.19
Blueberry Pancakes ............................... 1.99
(All you can eat 5.09)
..
Om let ~ green chile & cheese ••••••••••••••••••••• 1.49
Huevos Rancheros (5 eggs, 2 tortillas, cheese,
red or green chile, & french fries) .................. 2.75

LAST CHANCE· LIVE ON. STAGE

,,\THE BROADWAY MUSICAL

'I'CJNIC~H'I'
1..1lS'I' C~IIA.NC~I~!!!
Tuesday,VVednesday
February 22, 23 ·8:15PM
Tickets: $20,$18,$14
Remaining Tickets:
All Students and
children 1f2 price
for all performances

Tickets available at all
Ticketmaster outlets
j
'
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Telephone 277·3121 for
information

Joe Cavarena

ASUNM Film Committee presents

Bas~ballers
A little home cooking did wonders for the University of New Mexico baseball team Tuesday, when the
Lobos faced the New Mexico Highlands Cowboys,
The Lobos were 0-6 after a week
on the road, but swept a twinbill
from the Pokes by scores of 8-0 and
12-1 at Lobo Field,
UNM pitchers had trouble finding
the strike ;zone in the first contests,
but against NMHU, five Lobo hurlers only allowed two walks in 14
innings.
"The pitching has been good,"
said Lobo assisant Coach Larry Jaster, "but we had been walking in
runs and throwing wild pitches. We
told the pitchers to pitch ahead ofthe
batters and they did well today."
Brian Kubala and Ken Wilp com•
bined for a six-hit shutout in the
opener. Larry Harrison had three
hits and scored twice, and Rick Ronquillo added two RBI. The Lobos
scored twice in .the second inning,
once in the third, twice in the .fifth
and thrice in the sixth.

Wednesday
7:00, 9:30

;;,(!. ~

Masterclrar{le and VIsa phone o;dats accepted

undergraduates $2.00/gtaduates, public $2.50
SUB/Lower Level/South Entrance

$5.00

UNM STUDENTS

GENERAL

A turnover-plagued University of
New Mexico men's basketball team
played its best road game in some
titne, but it was not enough to stop
Mitchell Wiggins and the Florida
State Seminoles.
The J..obos fought hard to come
back from a 13-point, second-half
deficit only to lose 79-77last night in
Tallahassee. The 1:}13 L.obos outrebounded and oui'shot the Seminoles in the game, but UNM committed 20 turnovers compared to
only four for FSU.

CASH
PRIZES
TO BE

In the nightcap, the Cowboys
could only muster five hits against
UNM, as Dean Duane, Rod Nichols
and Kelly Blake did the job. The
Pokes scored their lone run off of
Blake in the se.venth inning, on a
walk and a triple.

FOR
1st 2nlf 3rd

they both did well today. They
pitched themselves out ·of jams,
when before they didn't."
The Lobos will travel to Lubbock
to face the Texas Tech Red Raiders
this weekend.

Offensively~ the Lobo sticks were
clicking as catcher Bob Hicks and
Ronquillo had home runs to pace
UNM. "It was a fastball, up," Ronquillo said, describing his shot,
which cleared the left field fence by
about two feet.

$

AWARDED

Sweep Cowboys

KING OF BEERS*

~~~~~ifiD! ~~
.Intramural Scoreboard

Harrison, Vito Pace, JimFregosi,
Ronquillo and Hicks each scored
twice. Ronquillo added four RBI.

ROOM 230, JOHNSON GYM

PHONE 277-5151

UPCOMING EVENTS

"If we can put it together, we'll
be all right,'' said Coach Vince Cappelli. "Anytime you win, it feels
good, but we've still got a lot of
work to do. We've got some kids
that can play. We're still not hitting
well."

Mea'• ead Wo•en'• Eveate•
Meaegu/Pudclpeat Meelfas
Table Tennis Doubles
Wednesday, February 23
Fencing
Wednesday, February 23
Racquetball Doubles
Wednesday, March 2

''Kubala and Duane hadn't pitched well before today," Jaster said.
"They both had been struggling, but

Co-Ree Events*
Table Tennis

Seminoles Snub
Feisty Wolf Pack
By Steve King

The
Caine
Mutiny

$3.00
SAFE at home plate is Lobo Shortstop Rick Ronquillo. Ronquillo and his teamates swept a
doubleheader over N.M. Highlands B·O, and 12-1, Wednesday at Lobo Field..The Lobos travel
to Texas Tech this weekend.

By Steve King

Breakfast Served All Day

I

6:30Pm
UNTIL

Quilting Fiesta To Begin Registration

Weekend

\
'

25th

A MAN OF SOME RENOWNED: UNM art Professor Harry Nadler critiques Mary Kannolt's
drawing after an art class. Nadler's paintings have been featured in group and one-man
shows throughout the world.

Wednesday, February 23

•All Men's, Women's and Cll-Rec entries are due atthe
manager/participant meetings held at 4:15 p.m. in
room 154, Johnson Gym.

Men'• Top 12 A Teem B..ketbeU PoU
1. BAMF's
7. DOG TEAM
2. JUKEBOX HEROES 8.FLOCKOFSH001'ERS
3. DARK SHADOW
9. MEGA JAMMERS
4, DONKEY KONG
10. BAD COMPANY
5. HEADHUNTERS
11. NROTC
6. SIGMA CHI "A"
12. SOMFS

bulge, midway through the second
·
half.
The Lobos then took advantage of
the Seminoles' subs, who had been
sent in late in the game. Nelson
Franse's bomb cut the FSU lead to
three points at 78-75 with six
seconds left. UNM fouled a Florida
State player on the ensuing out-ofbounds play, Maurice Myrickhit

Men'• Top 6 B Teem Ba•keiball PoD
1. JOKERS
4. HIGH FIVE
2. ASSETS
5. ENTERTAINERS
6.1A FAMILIA
3. BRICK lAVERS

oneofthetwofrcctltrowsandTim

~a~:~ea~~:~~~a=~~:c~tthcbuzzcr-1
Besides Wiggins and William, ··1
two other Seminoles hit double fl.
gures-GranvilleAmoldwith.12
and Myric.k with. 1. 1.. U.NM was led
by Garrett, who pumped in 28
points, whileFranse added 15. T.he
Lobos outrebounded FSU 33-27.

II
I

Wo•e•'• Top 3 Be•ketb.U PoU
1. OUTLAWS
2. HOTSHOTS
3.FOOLS

GETAWAY SPECIAL EVENTS
SKI DIE ENCHANTED TRIANGLE
Friday, February 25 ·Sunday, February 27
Ski at three different resorts on one ski vacation, Angel
Fire, Red River and Taos! This package deal will include accomodations for two nights, transportation
and loads of fun! We will be leaving Friday, February
25, and returning Sunday, February 27. For more In•
fllnnatlon, please contact the Student Travel Center,.
Room 24B in the Student Union Building, 277-2336 or
the Intramural Office, rllom 230,"Johnson Gym, 2775151. Register early, accommodations are limited!
Deadline for registration is Thursdav, February 17 at
5:00 p.tn.

1 Taco, 1 c. halup·· a. ·
&
s II 7· • Up...
.· .. • ·m· a·
.$. 1. 49

-------------------------

I

I
1

I
1
I
I.
1

Wiggins paced the Seminoles
attack with a game-high 29 paints,
but his FSU teammate Tony William's23 markers proved more de~
vastating to the Lobos. William hnd
The I.obos will return horne F'ri·
15 points in the second half, many day and Saturday nights to play
Coupon. good thru 3-1-83
.
. .
during the time when the Seminoles Brigham Young and Utah in their ....
Frontaer Restaurant
turned a !-point lead into a 13-point
*,•,:ra-t.
lftill'(t.Jir.•~~, ..•_
.;;·,~.~
.,~--~~·.:~·
..~-·.·~'.;'!~
...·.- _.,; __._111_.._'·.,"·~'*..!
..·".\",
•• ·... ·....1:1~.·,·.·
_., .. i·.. .
home .finales.
----------- -.
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1. Personals
DltUMMER WANTJ';I> t'OI~ top-forty rock band
pinos on working! Cull Jcrry2S6-0516,
2124
TAMAU::S 81) CI~N'I'S cuch. Cnsa Del Sol, New
Mexico Union.
2/23
n~:AI, WOMf.N OF Kapprt Kappa Gumma, It's
~onna be grcall Tomorrow night at 9 p.m. From the
Men Sigma Phi. Epsilon and Lnrrr, tooL
2/23
WI\EKLY WINJ)OW SPECIAI..'l! At the Mixed.
ll11g, 121 Yttlc SE, v, block sou1h of Central. Now
opcnStllurdnyst.
:U25
UNM WO~n;N'S SOCCER tryouts. Johnson Field,
Tucs Thurs 5:00 Sat I I :00,
2/25
BUSY? WHY GO out when you can have: it
dclivcretl'l Cnll Mr. Munehie 255-5303.
2/25
"ROI,LING TIIUNJ>IlR: 'l'lm Coming Earth
Changes" by J.R. Jochmans. $7.50. Available from
3/4
your iocul booksellers.
SORORITY I,AJ)IES ONl.Y invited to come to Slg
Ep~ M•NS•H Party, Mon., Feb. 28, 7:30-??
Proper attire required,
2/28
OGI\J.VIWS CEI,EIIRA'JTIS MONI>A Y night live
with its Fifth Ann!versnry P~ny, Monday, Feb. 28.
Two live b111ld~. cheap drinks. Wild! Wow!.
2128
SUBMIT 1'0 YOUR creative desires. Conceptions
Southwest IS now uccepting submissions in visual arts.
2.71-5656.
tfn
IIOM~:MAIH' HIDGEI TEN different Oavors at the
Mercado. 31 cents per ounce.
2/24
IIEAN IIURRI'l'O .Sl. Cas\! Del Sol, New Me~ico
Union.
2123
S'J'UilENT VOJ.UNn:t:JIS NEEI)EJ) in 35 community agencies. Ouin sutlsrnction of service and
vnlunbie experience. Cull 2.47-0497 or 256·1663. 3/4
l'SORIASIS SUHERERS, NEW herbnl formuln
brings quick und dfective relief. Herb musters 2680808.
3/2
GJ<;r Oll'J' OF Albuquerque. Mazatlnn sprlngbreuk.
Only 50 rcservntlons left. Ouve881-1668.
2/24
'l'AX l'ltEPAIL\TION: 'l'IIE proper preparation of
11 self-supporting student's 1982 return will sub·
stnnliully reduce tax obligations after graduution.
I S~'o discount with this ad. 266-0863.
2123
WI~ GOT IJISTJtlllU'fOUS, Prescription eyeglass
frames. Orecnwich Village (l..cnn!ln Styles), gold
rimless. $54.50 (regular $65.00). Pay Less Opticians,
~019 Mcnaul N.E .. across from LnBel!es.
tfn
CONTAt"I'S·I'Ol.ISIIJNG, SOLUTIONS Casey
Optical Company on l.omas just west of Washington.
tfn
IMNCf:ns WANTf:n FOU bad1elor party. Call
Kurt ~t 842·51 58 t1r Gordon at 266-1463.
2/23
PRt:GNANCY Tt:S'I'ING & counseling. Phone 247·
th~t

or

981~

t~

AC('UIL\TE INf'ORMATION AIIOU'r con·
truception, stcrlll:rotion, .abortion. Right To Choose,
294-0171.
tfn

2. Lost & Found
l.OSl': Rf:U NOTEIIOOK with 337 on it, on
Saturday In the Central/Girard area, Cull 268-3078,
Rewurtl.
2/23
f'OUNI>t GLASSES IN free parking. Show 1.0. und
claim at 131 Marron Hull.
2123
Cl.AIM VOUR LOST possessions at Campus Police
tfn
8:00a.m.to4:00 p.m. dally.

3. Services
OVERWEIGII'l'? NEE I> OVf:RWEIGIIT people for
nn all natural program. Cnli2SS-9B66.
3/1
I'ROf'ESSIONAL SOPRANO AVAILABl.E for
Weddings, parties, lessons, etc, 2.99-9026.
3/1
VICTORIA'S WORt> SMITIIY: Word processing,
2124
typing. Call Vickie any time. 821-4812.
JOliN IIROWN VII>EO Service can create for you a
''ideo record of anything from home inventor!~ to
weddings or science projects to portfolios. Call 888·
4661.
2/25
2125
TYPING. 51/PAGE. 293·4892,
SEX IS ALMOST as good as skydiving. Parachute
classes weekly . Albuquerque Parachute Center. 877·
4016.
3/4
QUICK, ACCURATE TVPING/Chlli'!'s/Graphs In
my home. Call the Other Offke. 884-6564.
3/IO ·
TYPIST. ON CAMPUS. Sense of humor, Some
genius. 242·3093,
2/28
BICYCLING COURSE SATUROAYS. Starting
Match 5. Technique, physiology, maintenance,
traffic skills. Certified instructor. 881·7863.
2/24
Gt:RMAN GRADUATE SllJJ)ENT does tratt-

CONTACT LENS
• All Brands Solutions
• Polishing Service
• Discount Prices

WANTEJ) TO share nice threebedroom house. Only one block from UNM. $113
plus Vl u(ilities. No pets or kids, Single person only.
Call256-0971,
311
JtOOMMATE NEEI>EJ): MALE or female to share
nice three-bedroom house in Northeast. $125/mo.
plus tttilitics. 293-8664 after 7 p.m.
3/1
WAN'l'El>: UIIERAL MAl.E roommate, Nice
bungalow, two blocks away. $130 month. $50 ctep,
Available March 1.
2/23
CAMI'US COTTAGE. ONE plus bedroom, carpets,
bright modern kiJchcn, priv~te fenced yard. $115.
266-5528. Rental Data.
3/1
NEt:n f'}':MALE UOOMMATE 10 share two-bdrm
apt. Five minutes from UNM. Cherip. Call 5:30-7.
26(•·9543.
2/28
AU, UTII.ITIK'l PAIU! Campus close. One plus
bedroom, huge modern kitchen, private fenced yard,
$(43.266-5528, Rental Data.
· 3/1
AVAILAIILE SOON! YAU:&Lead. All bills paid,
privnte bungalow, SIOO, no deposit. 262-1751
Gunralltced Rentals.
2125
UNf'UilNJSUED AI'AilTMEN'l'S F'OR Rent:
Townhouse apartment for rent. UNM area.
$295/month, Wtlsher/dryer hookup. Chaney
Investment Realty 884-7338, 345·3035.
2/24
Qlllf:I' Et'FJCIENC\', 1'1 block from UNM. $160
plus electricity, Free rent until 1st. 242·5508,
2/25
f'OR RENT; LARGt: one-bdrm apartment.
Available now. Utilities partially paid. UNM area,
Private parking. Only $175/mo. Inquire 266·6872.
2/24
WALK '1'0 UNMI Clean and cozy two plus bedroom,
fireplace, family room, dishwasher, private fenced
yard. $180. 266-5528. Rental Data.
3/1
SUARE HOUSE. }'EMA.LE wanted to share NE
home. Washer/dryer, separate bath. 821·8933 afterS
p.m.
2/24
I>ELUXE f'URNISm;n APTS. Close to UNM and
TV I. One bdrm $250. Two bdrn1 S3 I0. Includes
utilities, No children or pets. Caii268-0S25,
2/25
MATURE MALE STUDENT wanted to share
furnishctl house nearby. $175 plus DO, Utilities
furnished. No smoking. 268-6617.
2/24
FOR RENT; EFFICIENCY apartment, 1410 Girard
N.E., $210/nio., for one person, $230/mo. for 2
persons, all utilities paid, $1 SO security deposit. Fully
furnished-security locks and laundrY facilities. No
children or pets. Please call before 6:00 in the
evening, 266-8392.
·
t(n
UNM GOLF COURSE cathedral. Four bedroom,
two bath, fireplace, den, basement, double garage.
$375. 266-5528. Rental Data.
3/1
THE CITADEL-SUPERB location n<;ar UNM and
downtown. Bus service every 30 minutes. 1 bedroom
or efficiency, $240 to $320. All utilities paid, Delu~e
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry. Adult
couples, no pets. 1520 University NE. 243·2494. tf)l
CAREFUL! IT'S LOADEU. Most bills free, car·
peted, two bedroom, $195, off Central. 262·1751
Guaranteed Rentals.
2125
llOOMMATI~

I
I
I
I 2 Slices of Cheese Pizza
& A Large Soft Drink
.wtt11 $1.65
I
coupon todq
127 Harvard SE
I
I.
'1.1 btl. s. or c.nt,..

l

on major natural brands of
vitamins, minerals, herbs and
protein supplements.
.·

'TT

- - · ---

'Enterprises

PO Pot 2325-CotMit, nt,. lrltttcc t7<1~h·

3015 CENTRAL NE

./'2_- L

".LBUQIJER. QIJ.ENM.87106

tiDUOifl NEXf TO LOBO THEATER
catt288-7023

:::===========::::;

HAPPY HOUR
self•
sene

COPIES

4(t
n ~\1flli1N'-'•

··~,,.. -~
ARMY-NAVY GOODS
p

504 YALE SE

26s-7m

or

kinko·s copivs
HAPPY HOUR:
I:SOp.m.·7:SOp.m. Mon.·Frl.
REGULAR HOURS:
Mon.·Frt. 7:!0·7:!0

10.5

please. Saveway l..lquor Stores at S704 i,.omas NE,
5516 Menaul NE,
3/15
I>ELIVEUY I> It IVERS, VAN provided too. $5.50
hourly. Many jol>s open. 26H7~l. Guaranteed )obs.
2/25
WO.RK-STUJ)Y NEEI>ED at Biomedical Shop. Tech
1!, under general supervisor. Construct (specifically
.catpentry) items from l'ough designs and
specifications, maintenance/repair. Call ext. 3633.
2/2.8 I

7. Travel
WHAT IS TilE best way to learn French? 111 a small
town not far from Paris where oo one speaks English.
Live with a local family. University credit given. Very
intensive ~fllall group learning, Dr. Rainer Dimter,
asst. director of FASC Programs, will interview on
Feb. 26-28. 247-8027.
2/25
SPRINGBREAK RAFT TIUPJ March 13-19. See the
Mystical Canyons of Big Bend wherr. it's already 80
degrees. All food, equipment and transportaion from
Albuq. $360. Call Bob 888-7277.
2125
RAIIl ON MAZATLANI Spring break, Surf, sun,
fun! Party bus to Nogales frofll Student 'l'ravel
Center. 277-2336,
2124
SKI THE ENCIIANTED Trianglel Try our terrific
trio! 2/25 • 2/27. Student 'l'ravel277·2336,
2124

8. Miscellaneous
TACOS 79 CENTS each. Casu Del Sol, New Mexico
Union.
.2/23
WANTED: CAMPAGNOLO BICYCLE parts .. 2666940.
2123
PJIYSIOLOG\' OPEN HOUSE. Learn. about
Graduate Study In Physiology at the UniversitY of
New Mexico School of Medicine, Tuesd\ly, March 1,
1983, 3 p.m. Sc!)ool of Medicine- North Campus,
Basic Medical Science Building, Room 205,
3/1

ENCUILAJ)AS 89 CI'N'J'S each. Casa Del Sol, New
Mexico Union.
2/23
GALOSIIES SALE V~ off. Five--buckle, used, ex·
cellcnt. G.J. galoshes. Regularly $15. Now $7.50.
Kaufman's: A Real Army-Navy Store, 504 Yale SE.
2~5·7777'
2/25

9. Las N oticias
WOULD YO!J LIKE to learn about the connection
iletweeQ the arms race, third world underdevelopment, and U.S. poverty, racism ancl
unemployment? A study group is being started by the
N.M. Pence Council, tl.l be led hy a U.S. Peace
Council member with a M.A. in economies. Please
write J'.O, Box 40457, Allluquerqv.~. NM 87196 ror
2/23
informatil!n.
IF YOU HAVE a 3.0 or !li&her gpa, will be a junior
next semester and would like to join Las Campanas,
UNM's junior service hononuy, pick up an application In the Dean of Students Office, Mesa Vista
1129, by March J,
3/1
EVER WAN'l' TO jump from a perfectly good
airplane? Come to \he UNM Skydiving Club meeting
Wed. at 7 p.m. in Room 253 in the SUB and fllld out
2/23
about this great sport! Everyone welcome I.
'J'IIE UNM CHAPTER of Mortar Board .is noW in
the. process of selecting nell! year's chapter. If you
have a gpa of 3.0 or better and will have senior
standing next f~ll. we would li~e to knqw more about
you. Please, please contact the Dean of Students
Office if you would like to be considered for membership.
2/28
LESBIAN A NJ) GA\' Switchboard: Information
about off-campus support/sports/line arts groups.
Call277-6739, MWF!i·l2, T&Th 9-12,2-5.
2/25
'filE Jl\JI>WEISER CL\'SDESI>ALES appearing
Feb. 26, II a.m. to 3 p.m., Albuquerque Sports
Stadium. "Don't miss the hitch".
2125

Makers of Handmade
Indian Jewelry
OLDTOWN

Entries Due
Feb 24

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Monday, Ff;lbruary 28th
Starts at 10:30
After the M*A*S*H BASH.
Graham Central Station

I
I
I
I

l
I
I
I

Thesday, March 1st
Sp.m.
Kiva Auditorium

iiill MONROE
& Tht Blutdrass Boys
Friday, March 11th
7:30 and 9:30
Kimo Theater

READ MORE ABOUT IT!
Scrad for our FREE catalog

(..,::--~9io ~ J ~-w€L\'7
tfiuWfl

t:XCEJ.LENT PART·TIME positions available in
our Public/R. Dept. Must be dependable, highly
motivated and able to work 4·8:30 M.F. Contacting
the public from our office. Best PIT pay around.
Good location. For information, call Jim 243-0129
after 12 noon.
3/l
ALASKA: JOBS, SUMMER
year round, Earn
great money in this Qpportunity rich state. I983
employer listing and information packet covering ali
industries- fishing, petroleum, tourism. etc, Send
$5 to RE'l'CO, P.O. Box 43670, Tucson, AZ 85733.
3/1
FULL-PART TIME shifts available •. Factory
work/store attendents/restaurant. Top pay, ncxible
hours. 262-1751. G.S.
2/25
AMBITIOUS? NEEJ) ADill'fiONAL income? Call
for appointment 243.7223 or 293-8424. Ask for Fred.
2125
ACTIVE
ENVIRONMENTALIS'{- 11-'RD
working people to work the hours of2·10 p.m. MonFri. 277-2758.
2123
Ol't:NING FOR TilE po1ition of director, International Center, UNM. For application, 277-2946.
1808 l.ns l..omns NE.
2128
WORK·STUI>Y NEEI>EI> at Biomedical Communications. TV technician, under minimum
supervisor. Operate TV equipment/do technical
repair requiring electronlc/elcctric;ll training and
expertise, Call ext. 3633.
2/28
PART-TIME JOB afternoons and evenings. Must be
21 years old. Must be able to work Friday and
Saturday nights, Apply in person, no phone calls

·---~-------,----

265-8846

~ .,;(,t.

6. Employment

.---------:-------,

15 to SO% OFF
~

TI5Sil SCIENTIF.IC CAI.CULA'I'OR $30.243-7008.
Mike.
2/2~
MEN'S tO·SPEEI> SCHWINN bicyc!~, autPmobile
rack, kryptonite lock. Everything In excellent shape.
$125. Caii277-45S9.
2124
1965 MUSTANG IN very goo~ condition. Rebuilt
motor. new tr~ns, interior all in gpod shape,. 277-4496
after 6 p.m.
2/25
73 I>ATSUN - MECIIANICAJ.LY sound. Body in
goo\~ condition. $1495 or best offer, 898.7S62 ufter 5
p. m, weekdays.
3/1
EXQUISITEI.Y REMOUELEJ) TWO-bdrm .house.
Carpet, garage, fireplace, skylights, huge .trees, deck
with hot tub. Walk to Law School, Medical School.
Assumeable mortgage. Price negotiable. Owner·
moving. 266-4656.
3/l
RECONJ)JTIONED !JELE<..'TRIC I typewriters
$495. G.l.C. 292-6467 (mornings), 296-3415
(evenings).
2/23
LARGE !>RAFTING TABLE, 42"X31", $150, 10·
speed bike$20. Small desk $25.255-3668,
2125
22" CENTURION. CALL 344·2931, $150.
3/3
DRANI) NEW IBM correcting Selectric II $899. OIC
292-6467 (mornings), 296•341 S (evenings).
2123

4. Housing

CASEY OPTICAl CO.
4306 lomas NE

5. For Sale

slatlons. Cnll265-2302.
2/24
D.ABYSI'ITING MY HOME. Near UNM. MWF
$1/hr. 266·3225.
2/25
TYPING [111M S!>l,ECTUIC). 255·3337,
3/21
TYI'ING NEAR UNM. Cu!l247·3519.
3111
IS JJERPt:S RWNING yQur love life? Want confidence? Jan lliefeld, MA counselor. 883·1368. 2/24
GUITAR l-ESSONS, INSTRUMt:NTS, repairs and
rentals. MARC's Gultnr Center, .143 Harvard SE.
265·3315.
tfn
PROt'F..SSIONAI, TYPING BY English/MA editor.
Vast experience w/dissenations, papers. Editing
available. 256-0916.
·
2125
ACUJ.EX WORI> PUOCESSING: 'l'heses, dissertations, term papers, resumes, graphics. 831-3181..
Z/25
A· I TYI'IST. TERM papers, resumes. 299-8970.
2/28
VEilY BEST I'ROf'ESSIONAJ. typing. Term papers,
dissertations, resumes. Reasonable, 296-1794.
3/4

~
fH?I~

aHJ <Jut ~ea.u ,4~
Monday,. March 28th
Graham Central Station

IIUEY

LEWIS

and tile news
plus special guests
The Planets
Wednesday, March 30th
Graham Central Station

Tickets at all Real Big Ticket·
outlets. Listen to KFMG for
detalls or call 299·7799 fot
rnore information or to

charge tickets.

ACROSS
1 Banded
6 Strike
10 Mama's mate
14 Genoa love
15 Book unit
16Single
17 Return trips
19 Blackbird
20 Factory
adjusted
21 Gate
23 Glacial mass
25 BeVerage
26 Old pronoun
27Cheer
29 Conveyance
31 Downturn
331ndlan
34 Playauke
36 Challenged
40Volume
42Sturdy
44Carte
45 Defile
47 Rhythm
49 Deer
50 Tally
52 Half: Prefix
53 Letter
54 Mornings
57 Displeasure
59 Antagonist

61 Playflelds
64 Syrian
67 Portico
68 Arkansas
stream:
2words
70 Blue shade
71 "Auld
_., lang

THURSDAY'S
PUZZLE SOLVED

72 Unique
people
73 - de-pont:
Bridgehead
741fnot
75 Strong point
DOWN
1 Canvas
2 Yankee:
Abbr.
3 The Vatican:
2words
4 Ruboot
5 Arid tracts
6Mineral
• spring
7 Fight
&.Deputy
9Examlned
10 Cougar
111n re
12 cook

13 Back street
18 Onsets
22 Foray
24 Snooker shot
27 Festers
28 Particle
30 Hybrids
32 too card
35 Headdress
37 Return
38 Son of Seth
39 Charges
41 Feast
43 Death

46 Scold
4 8 " - - No
Return"
51 Wlndowshop
54 Capital Item
55 Slurry
56 Beezer
58 Fuel additive
60 Kind of acid
62 Scandinavian
63 Offends
65 Third: Prefix
66 Scot
69 Driving area

